
*See Jabra.com/commercial-claims  
**Avoid exposing the USB cable or adapter plug to moisture or liquids and never charge or power up  
   if the USB cable or adapter plug is wet or moist 
1Super-wideband audio experience requires UC client support, and device support 
2Initial activation is required via the Jabra Sound+ or Jabra Direct apps 
3Sustainable materials include post-consumer recycled, post-industrial recycled or bio-based materials

SPEAK2 75

The best professional 
speakerphone 
for hybrid working*

Technology for life’s new rhythm

DATA SHEET

MS TEAMS & UC VARIANTS

OUTSTANDING AUDIO QUALITY
Forget everything you think you know about portable speakerphones. 
We’re tearing up the rule book with super-wideband audio1, and an 
advanced full range 65mm speaker. This cutting-edge tech puts you 
front and center, unscrambling the widest range of frequencies in your 
voice’s natural range. It’s a dramatically more powerful audio 
experience.

FULL DUPLEX AUDIO
Some speakerphones don’t allow both sides to speak and be 
heard at the same time, but we think conversations are better 
when they flow naturally. Speak2 75 is engineered with advanced 
full duplex audio, with a supercharged chipset that goes way 
beyond standard speakerphone performance. So your 
conversations can flow freely in both directions, just like they 
would in person.

MICROPHONE TECHNOLOGY
With four state-of-the-art beamforming microphones, and the 
very latest digital signal processing algorithms, Speak2 75 
effortlessly harnesses every change in voice tone, so every 
nuance is picked up (because it’s not what you say, it’s how you 
say it). Innovative noise reduction technology keeps background 
distractions at bay. The result is an outstanding audio 
performance that’s truly unmatched.

MICROPHONE QUALITY INDICATOR
See at a glance how well you’re being heard at all times, wherever 
you are in the room, with the only speakerphone to feature a 
custom-designed Microphone Quality Indicator.2  
This intuitive 360-degree light ring shows you clearly when you’re 
coming across loud and clear, and when you need to huddle in a 
little closer. It’s like having a personal voice coach in every 
meeting.

VOICE LEVEL NORMALIZATION
We know how vital it is that everyone can be heard equally, so we 
engineered Speak2 75 with our latest cutting-edge Voice Level 
Normalization technology. So everyone can be heard whether 
they speak with quiet confidence or enthusiastic energy. And 
everyone can be themselves and speak in the way that’s most 
natural for them.

CERTIFICATIONS
Speak2 75 is certified for all leading virtual meeting platforms, 
and optimizes the whole experience, for professional call quality 
every time. So whether you prefer to jump on Microsoft Teams, 
Google Meet or Zoom, you can rely on seamless plug-and-play 
connectivity and reliably brilliant meetings right from the get go. 
So you can get together from anywhere.

PREMIUM PORTABLE DESIGN
The iconic, much-loved ‘puck’ shape of the original Speak Series 
gets a serious makeover with Speak2 75. It’s modern and minimal, 
with brushed aluminum detailing and premium custom designed 
speaker fabric, engineered to deliver the most optimal audio 
experience. And it’s small and durable enough to throw into your 
bag, too. Looks great. Performs even better.

DURABILITY
We’ve made sure Speak2 75 is built to handle anything a busy 
hybrid working day throws at it – from messy kitchens to deep 
work bags – with IP64-rated** protection from dust and water. 
So you can use it anywhere, without worrying.

EASE OF USE & BATTERY LIFE
Just plug-and-play and you’re off faster than you can say “you’re 
on mute”. Go wireless with up to 32 hours of battery, and make 
setup even more of a snap with Microsoft Swift Pair and Google 
Fast Pair. Your Speak2 75 is ready for anything.

FUTURE-PROOF
Speak2 75 is the first speakerphone in its category to have both 
USB C and USB A connectors on the same cable, so you won’t 
need to tear the office apart looking for an adapter, and it’ll work 
now, and when you get a new computer. And since we’re givers, 
we’ll also keep you ahead of the game with regular firmware 
updates, via Jabra Direct and Xpress software, and you can 
customize your settings with the Sound+ app. 
Just think of it as your flexible friend.

SUSTAINABILITY
To help consider our planet, we consider sustainability carefully at 
every stage of product development. The casing of Speak2 75 is 
made with over 33% sustainable materials3, and has a number of 
built-in parts that can be repaired or replaced. Better 
sustainability = longer speaker life = great calls for you and 
your team for years to come.



Plug-and-play
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FEATURES BENEFITS
Connectivity USB cable Plug-and-play connectivity to your computer via built-in USB C and USB A connectors

Bluetooth Easy Bluetooth 5.2 connectivity to mobile devices
USB Bluetooth adapter Jabra Link 380 Bluetooth USB C adapter with up to 30m/100ft wireless range  

to your computer
Dual Bluetooth connectivity Connect two Bluetooth enabled devices at the same time, including mobile  

device and computer
Multiple device pairing Pair up to 8 devices

Audio Microphones 4 beamforming microphones cancel out background noise and reverb for perfect voice 
pick up

Full Duplex Users can have more natural two-way conversations without breaking the flow if they 
speak at the same time

Speaker 65mm speaker offers more natural and distortion-free calls and music
Super-wideband audio Capturing wider frequency range for more natural and richer audio than ever

Ease of use Battery life Up to 32 hours battery life
LED indicators Clear and intuitive user interface
Travel pouch Premium soft travel pouch included to protect your Speak2 75 on the go
Microsoft Swift Pair and  
Google Fast Pair

Helps to set-up device easily

Software
integration

Device management
and firmware updates

Use Jabra Sound+ to customize your settings; manage and configure easily with  
Jabra Direct or Jabra Xpress

Variants UC and MS variants Choose from Unified Communications or Microsoft Teams certified versions for seamless 
connectivity and collaboration

Certifications

Room 
Certifications Microsoft Teams Rooms* (MS variant) and Zoom Rooms (UC variant)
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HOW TO USE

3 sec

USB C and USB A connectors included

HOW TO CONNECT
Hold the Bluetooth button for 3 seconds 
and follow the voice-guided instructions 
to pair to your smartphone or tablet. Or 
connect the USB cable to any available 
USB C or A port on your computer.  
The status LED ring will light up white to 
indicate the speakerphone is connected 
and powered on.

1    Power on/off

2    Smart button

3    Microsoft Teams button (MS variant)

4    Answer call

5    Bluetooth pairing

6    Volume down

7    Mute microphone

8    Volume up

9    Battery status

10    End/reject call

11    
Microphone Quality Indicator  
& Status LED ring

works with
Meet


